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Physical Setting
MODULE 03: PHYSICAL SETTING
UNIT 1: BACKGROUND

Objectives

 Define terms.
 Explain how the sun drives the climatic conditions of the planet. 

 Course objective 3.

 Describe how patterns of temperature and precipitation are generated.  
 Course objective 3.

 Discuss how precipitation is distributed on the planet. 
 Course objective 3.

 Describe the factors that are important in aquatic systems. 
 Course objective 3.

 Explain the general patterns and causes of major ocean currents.
 Course objective 3.
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Overview

 The most obvious patterns in the distribution of organisms occur in 
response to variation in the physical environment.
 Most geographic variation in the physical environment is regular and 

predictable.

Climate

 Solar energy and temperature
 Wind
 Precipitation

 Ocean currents
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Solar energy

 Sunlight sustains life
 Heat moves from regions of warmth to regions of lower temperature

 Conduction

 Convection

 Radiation

 Solar radiation strikes matter and heats it
 Movement of heat in different systems. 

Temperature

 Latitudinal differences in the amount of energy that a region 
receives. 
 Curve of the Earth relative to the incoming solar radiation

 Surface area it is spread over

 Distance traveled through the atmosphere

 Seasonality reinforces the latitudinal gradient in temperature

 Temperature differences
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Temperature

 Elevational differences in temperatures of regions.
 As we rise in elevation temperatures get colder

 Density and pressure of air decreases with increasing elevation

 As air rises it expands due to decreased pressure

 Expanding air undergoes adiabatic cooling – losing heat as molecules 
move farther apart.

 10 degrees C per km
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Seasons

 Tilt of the Earth’s axis.
 Solar radiation spread over areas of different size. 

 Changes as the axis points toward or away from the sun (seasons). 
 Temperature

 Day length

 Differences in temperature

 Tropics
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Wind

 Caused by differential heating of the Earth’s surface. 
 Hadley cells 

 At the equator air is heated and rises

 The air north and south of the equator flows into low pressure area at 
the equator

 The rising air cools and is pushed away from the equator by the rising air 
beneath it

 The rising air once it has cooled and moved away from the equator 
descends at about 30 degrees N and S.
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Wind

 This vertical circulation results in 3 convective “Cells”
 0 to 30 deg.  Surface toward equator (Hadley Cells)

 60 to 30 deg. Surface toward poles (Ferrel Cells)

 60 to 90 deg. Surface toward equator (Polar Cells)
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Wind

 These North-South winds are deflected by the Corliolis effect
 Veer to right in northern hemisphere

 Veer to left in southern hemisphere

 Trade winds – approach the equator from NE or SE

 Westerlies – 30 to 60 deg. N and S latitude deflected to East
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Ocean Currents

 Currents occur in three dimensions. 
 Vertical

 Slow

 Salt increases the density of water
 Water provided by rivers and precipitation tend to stay concentrated at the 

surface of the ocean

 At the poles freshwater inputs exceed evaporation so this fortifies the 
stratification as the freshwater remains at the surface 

 In the tropics, evaporation exceeds freshwater input and the salt is 
concentrated at the surface - counteracting stratification

Ocean Currents

 Descending water where cold currents meet warm currents

 Upwelling (rising water) occurs when currents contact the steep margins 
of continents
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Ocean currents

 Surface or horizontal currents
 Shallow and rapid – heavily influenced by wind

 Characteristic temperature and salinity

 Dispersed
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Precipitation

 Influenced by wind patterns

 Warm air absorbs moisture
 Cooling causes condensation - clouds
 Condensation accumulates and eventually falls as precipitation
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Precipitation - patterns

 Tropics- rainy seasons when the sun is overhead, dry seasons at 
solstices

 Horse latitudes (30 deg N or S) dropping air is cool and dry – warms 
absorbing more moisture- great deserts
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Precipitation - patterns

 Areas adjacent to the great deserts- on west side of continents is 
grassy/shrubby vegetation - hot dry summers and mild wet winters
 In winter land is cooler than oceans- westerlies push moisture laden air 

inland that cools/precipitation

 In summer land is warmer than oceans- westerlies push air on to land 
absorb more water

 Mediterranean climate/biome
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Precipitation - patterns

 Other deserts on east side on mountain ranges
 Westerlies push moisture laden air up the mountainside

 As air raises it cools resulting in precipitation on west side of mountains

 As air falls on East side of mountain it warms and absorbs moisture

 Rain shadow
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Precipitation - patterns

 Added influences of ocean currents- cold water currents and 
deserts  Atacama/ Namib deserts
 Upwellings/deserts/fisheries
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Aquatic Stratification

 Photosynthesis can only occur in the upper level of the water 
because of limited light penetration (10 to 30 m)
 Photic zone

 Only surface water is heated - deeper water is only heated by 
convection or currents
 As water cools it becomes more dense until 4 degrees C then becomes 

less dense.
 Ice floats
 Ice insulates liquid water from the cooler air temperatures -- keeping 

water from freezing solid.

 The difference in temperatures of water at the surface and deeper 
layers in the thermocline.

Aquatic Stratification

 Photosynthesis and heating taking place near the surface
 lower layers relatively cold (if not strongly mixed), anaerobic (if not 

strongly mixed), and dark.

 Nutrients from feces or carcasses can quickly sink out of the upper 
layers 
 nutrients can be lost to the warm, aerobic, lighted and productive 

surface.

 Constant nutrient input to/from streams/rivers
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Aquatic Stratification

 Overturn
 Temperate and polar bodies of water

 The summer upper layer can get quite warm- pronounced

 In the winter the surface freezes

 Twice a year (spring and fall) the water column reaches the same 
temperature- eliminating stratification

 Slight winds can mix the water easily without stratification 

 Mixes the water returning nutrients to the upper layer
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Aquatic Pressure

 Increases rapidly with depth 1Atm/10m
 At abyssal depths, pressure is 200 times greater than at the surface
 Organisms are limited to a pressure region

Aquatic Salinity

 Most water in oceans
 Organisms are challenged to get rid of excess salt – osmotic balance

 Some water in freshwater
 Organisms are challenged to maintain enough salt

 Few organisms are adapted to survive in a variety of salinities.


